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(54) Portable telephone having personalised data storage and management for plurality of users

(57) A portable or cordless telephone handset has a storage section 10 for managing personal numbers and
data for a plurality of individual users, whereby the users can use the device in a mode set according to their
individual requirements. For each user the communication unit stores Identification information such as a
password, fingerprint or voiceprint and corresponding personal data which can include telephone settings, a
personal number (PSiD) and a telephone directory (figure 2). The portable telephone comprises a central
control unit 6 that controls a radio section 2, a voice processing section 3, an operation section 1, a display
section 8 and a data processing section 9. The central control unit 6 includes a user retrieving section 11 . By
inputting identification information from the operation section 1, the device is switched to personal mode.
Accordingly, a personal number (PSID) for each user can be transmitted or received and data can be managed
on a personal basis. Applications include managing a device used for both business and private purposes and
managing individual call tariffs.
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PORTABLE COMMONXCATXON PRVTrP!

BACKGROtTND OP THE INVKNTION

The present invention relates to a portable

communication device.

5 Referring first to Fig. 8 of the drawings, there is

shown a conventional portable communication device, typically

a portable (cordless) telephone set, which comprises an

antenna section 21 for transmitting/receiving a radio wave, a

radio section 22 for transmitting/receiving a radio signal, a

10 voice processing section 23 for processing a voice signal, a

microphone section 24 for voice input, a speaker section 25

for voice output, a central control unit 26 for controlling

the entire portable communication device, an operation

section 27 having buttons, switches, and so on, arranged so

15 as to input an operation signal from a user, a display

section 28 for performing displaying, and a memory section 2 9

for storing data.

The operation of the conventional portable communication

device constructed in the above-noted manner will now be

2C described. When intending to input data regarding a

telephone number, an address book or the like, or an initial

setting regarding a function at the time of starting, to



the memory section 29, a user inputs data to be stored- to

the memory section 29 from the operation section 27. The

data input from the operation section 27 is displayed on

the display section 28. After having confirmed the display,

the user presses the button for storing the data in the

memory section 29 from the operation section 27 and then

the central control xinit 2 6 causes the memory section 29

to store the input data. When data is to be added to the

memory section 29, data addition can be continued by -

repeating the above-noted operation until there are no

more vacant areas in the memory section 29.

When the data stored in the memoiry section 29 is to be

read or changed, the data to be read is specified, the

central control unit 26 reads the data from the memory

section 29, the read data is displayed on the display

section 28 and then this data is changed by the operation

section 27 while confirming the display on the display

section 28. The user can confirm and change the data

stored at the time _of initial setting by performing the

same operation. The data stored in the memory section 29

is backed up so as to be prevented from being erased even

when power is turned OFF. By turning ON power again for

the portable communication device, the mode is changed to

the initial setting of the last input data.

Referring to JP-A-21884 /1994 , there is disclosed a radio



communicatiion device comprising a master machine connecced

to a cable channel and a slave machine commiinicating with

the master machine by radio. In this case, when the

slave machine is used by a plurality of individuals,

memory information including a telephone number, initial

setting, and so on, input for each user, is divided into

blocks and stored and managed en block in the storage

memory of the master machine, and by transferring this

information from the master machine to the slave machine

so as to change the content of the memory information of

the slave machine, memory information including a

telephone number, initial setting, and so on,* can be set

for the slave machine.

However, there were problems inherent in such a known

portable communication device. One problem is that when

one device is used by a plurality of individuals, the base

station cannot: identify the user when the device is used

by the plurality of individuals. Consequently, a

telephone directory or a call tariff cannot be managed on

a personal basis

.

Another problem is that memory information including

a telephone number, initial setting, and so on, for each



user must be transferred from the master machine to the

slave machine, and this operation is troublesome.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention in its various aspects is defined in

the independent claims below, to which reference should

now be made. Advantageous features are set forth in the

appendant claims

.

A preferred embodiment of the present invention is

described in more detail below with reference to the

drawings, and takes the form of a portable communication

device, which comprises storing means for storing data

regarding a plurality of users and identification

information regarding the said plurality of users in a

corresponding manner for each user, and managing means for

managing data for each user based on the identification

information. The portable communication device comprises

a storage section for storing data regarding the plurality

of individuals, wherein data for each user can be managed

on a personal basis.

Furthermore, if a telephone number or personal

identification for each user (referred to as PSID,

hereinafter) is stored in the storage section, a PSID for



each, user can be selected from the storage section and

transmitted or received. Accordingly, telephone numbers,

call tariffs, and so on, can be managed for each user.

Also, the same effect as that when one individual has a

plurality of portable communication devices is provided

and" thus one device can be separately used "for private and

business purposes. The plurality of users can call or

receive calls using one communication device.

For identification information, the fingerprint, th.e

voiceprint, and so on, of a user, can be used in addition

to a password.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

This and other features and advantages of the present

invention will become more apparent upon a reading of the

following detailed description and drawings, in which:

Fig, 1 is a block diagram illustrating a portable

telephone set embodying the present invention;

Fig, 2 is a view illustrating the personal data

storage section 10 of the telephone set of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of

the portable telephone set of Fig. i;
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Pig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating another operation

of the portable telephone set of Fig. 1;

Fig. 5 is a flowchart illustrating yet another

operation of the portable telephone set of Fig. i;

5 Fig- 6 is a block diagram illustrating another

portable telephone set embodying the present invention

;

Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a further

telephone set embodying the present invention; and

Fig, 8 is. a block diagram illustrating a conventional

10 portable communication device.

DESCRIPTION OP THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The preferred embodiments of the present invention -

will be described below with reference to the accompanying

drawings. In the embodiments, a portable (cordless)

LS telephone handset which is typical of a portable

communication device will be taken as an example.

First, the circuitry of the portable telephone set of

the first embodiment of the present invention will be

described by referring to Fig. 1.

9NSDOCID: <GB 23lS95dA_l_>
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A signal transmitted from a base station is received by

an antenna section 1, passed tlirough a radio section 2 and

a voice processing section 3 and then outputted as a voice

signal from a speaker section 5.

5 A voice signal from a microphone section 4 is passed

through the voice processing section 3, the radio section

2 and the antenna section 1, transmitted to the base

station and then communication is carried out. A central

control unit 6 controls the radio section 2, the voice

10 processing section 3, an operation section 7, a display

section 8 and a data processing section 9. The central

control unit 6 includes a user retrieving section 11.

Next, the operation of the portable communication device

(portable telephone set) of Fig. 1 will' be

15 described.

First, registration of a user is perfoonned by using a

password. This password may be nxjmerals such as 012 3 4 or

characters such as ABCD. The password corresponds to data

regarding a user stored in a personal data storage section

20 10. The data- regarding- each user is divided into blocks

and stored in the personal data storage section 10.

Accordingly, by setting a password for each user, the data

regarding each user can be managed on a personal basis.

The data regarding each user means data regarding a

25 telephone number, an address book or the like or initial

SNSDCCID; <GB ,2315954A



setting regarding a function at the time of starting.

A personal number (PSID) for each user is also divided

into blocks and registered beforehand in the personal dat

storage section 10. By setting a password corresponding t

each PSID, use by a_ plurality of individuals and

management on a personal basis can be allowed. The PSID

means a telephone number that the portable telephone set

has. For example, characters may be placed after a normal

telephone number, such as 101 (12) 3455 * 1 and 101 (12)

3455 * 2, and alternatively a plurality of telephone

numbers completely differen-.t from one another may be

given to one telephone set.

Referring to Fig. 2, there is shown an example of

storing in the personal data storage section 10. Data

shown is based on the case that three individuals use one

portable telephone set. Each personal data is stored in

each storage area obtained by division into blocks.

Next, the operation of inputting data to the personal

data storage section 10 performed by a user will be

described.-

A password is input from the operation section 7 . The

user retrieving section 11 collates this password. If

coincidence for the password is discovered, then a mode is

switched to setting for each user (personal mode) . Then,

data to be stored in the personal data storage section 10



is input from the operation section 7 . The data input from

the operation section 7 is then displayed on the display

section 8, After having confirmed the display, the user

presses a button for storing the data in the personal data

storage section 10 from the operation section 1 , and

thereby the central control \init 6 stores the data in the

personal data storage section 10 via the data processing

section 9

.

When data is to be added to the personal data storage

section 10, data addition can be continued by repeating

the above-noted operation until no more vacant areas exist

in the personal data storage section 10.

When the data stored in the personal data storage

section 10 is to be read or changed, similarly to the

above-noted operation, a password is first input from the

operation section 7 and the operation is switched to the

personal mode. Then, the data to be read is specified by

the operation section 7, and- thereby the central control

unit 6 reads the personal data storage section 10 via the
'

data processing section 9 and then displays the data on^-

the display section 8. The data is changed by the

operation section 7 while confirming the display on the

display section 8. The user can also confirm and change

the stored data regarding initial setting or the like by

performing a similar operation. The data stored in the

S954A_I_>



personal data storage section 10 is backed up so as to be

prevented from being erased even when power is turned OFF.

A condition is returned to initial setting for the last

input data by turning ON power again for the portable

communication device.

Referring to Fig. 3, there is shown a 'flowchart

illustrating an operation procedure for making a switch to

the personal mode. First, in step SI, a password is input

from the operation section. In step S2 , retrieving is

performed for the input password. In step S3,

determination is made as to whether the password has been

retrieved or not. If the retrieval of the password is

determined in step S3, the process proceeds to step S4,

where a switch is made to the personal mode for each user

and then the portable communication device can be used' by

using the data stored for each user.

Next, making calling by the portable communication

"device of the present embodiment, jwill be described by -/

referring to the flowchart shown in Fig, 4.

For making, calling:, in- step.-SlO, first a switch must be

made to the personal mode. The operation of making a

switch to the personal mode was made above by referring to

Fig. 3 and thus its description will be omitted.

After the personal mode has been set, in step Sll, the

PSID for each user is read from the personal data storage
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section 10 via the data processing section 9.

If calling is to be made to the telephone number whose

data has been registered in step S12, the telephone niimber

to be addressed to is read from the personal data storage

section 10 by_pressing the button of the operation- section

7 in step S13 . By confirming the telephone number

displayed on the display section 8, the calling button of

the operation section 7 is pressed and then calling is

made in step S14 . Then, the PSID of the user and the

telephone number to be addressed to are transmitted from

the antenna section 1 . through the radio section 2.

In this case, the PSID to be transmitted must be

registered beforehand in the base station. Since the

transmitted PSID can also be read from the base station in

this way, a call tariff can be managed for each user.

For calling made to an address whose data has not been

registered in step S12 , its telephone number is input and

then transmitted in step S15 . In this case, the PSID to be

transmitted is also .registered beforehand in the base

station. S-ince the transmitted PSID can also be read from

the base station, a call tariff can be managed for each

user

.

isre:x:t, the case of an incoming call will be described by

referring to a flowchart shown in Fig. 5. For an incoming

call, the operation is also performed based on the
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personal mode in step 20. Thus, description of the

operation until making a switch to the personal mode will

be omitted.

First, user PSID corresponding to password is read in

step S21.

A PSID transmitted from the base station is received by

the antenna section 1, passed through the radio - section 2

in step S22 and confirmation is made as to whether this

PSID coincides with a currently used PSID for each user or

not in the user retrieving section 12 in step S23 . If

coincidence is discovered in step S24 , communication is

allowed in step S25. If no coincidence is discovered

between the PSID transmitted from the base station and the

currently used PSID for each user, communication is not

allowed in step S26. Accordingly, even when one portable

communication device is used by a plurality of individuals,

no calls other than that from the user currently using the

device come in.

Another embodiment of the present invention will be

described.

As means for identifying a user, in addition to a

password, a fingerprint or a voiceprint can be used. In

such a case, instead of the operation section T for

inputting a password, a circuit for registering a

fingerprint or a voiceprint and performing retrieval
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during use may be provided. Accordingly, troublesome work

of inputting a password can be eliminated.

Referring to Fig. 6, there is shown in block a portable

telephone set, which includes a fingerprint sensing

section 12

.

The fingerprint sensing section 12 shown can read the

fingerprint of a user. The user inputs his/her own

fingerprint information instead of a password by the

fingerprint sensing section 12 and stores this information

in the personal data storage section 10 beforehand. In

this way, instead of collating of the password, by

perfoinning collation for the fingerprint, personal data

can be managed.

Referring to Fig. 7, there is shown in block a portable

telephone set, which includes a voiceprint sensing section

13 .

The voiceprint sensing section 13 shown can read the

voiceprint of a user. The user inputs his/her own

voiceprint information instead of a password by the

voiceprint sensing section 13 and stores this information

in the personal data storage section 10 beforehand. In

this way, instead of collating of the password, by

performing collation for the voiceprint, personal data can

be managed.

The above-described portable communication device can be
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used by a plurality of individuals. In addition, the

device is used by one individual separately for both

business and private puz-poses .

As described above, the portable communication device

illustrated includes the storage section for

individually storing data regarding a plurality of

individuals, data regarding each user can be managed by

using a password on a personal basis and a PSID for each

user can be selected from the storage section, transmitted

and received.. Accordingly, a telephone number, a call

tariff, and so on, can be managed for each user. In other

words, even when one portable communication device is used

by a plurality of individuals, the user can use the device

feeling that the device is his/her own.

Furthermore, if one portable commimication device is

used by one individual, an effect similar to that obtained

when a plurality of devices are owned by one individual

can be provided and one device can be used separately for

private and business purposes. _
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CLAIMS

1 A portable coiratixinication device comprising:

storing means for storing data regarding a plurality of

users and identification information regarding said

plurality of users in a corresponding manner for

each user; and

managing means for managing data for each user based on

said identification infoirmation

.

2 The portable communication device of claim 1, wherein

said data for each user comprises a telephone number of said user.

3 The portable communication device of claim 1, wherein

said user for each user comprises a personal number,

4 The portable communication device of claim 1, wherein

said storing means comprises means for storing a password

as identification information foi^ each user and said

managing means manages corresponding data for said user

based on said password.

5 The portable communication device of claim 1, wherein

said storing means comprises means for storing fingerprint

information as said identification information for each

user and said managing means comprises collating means for

collating said fingerprint information for each user with

a specified fingerprint and means for managing

corresponding data for said user based on a result of

collation between said fingerprint information and said
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specified fingerprint information performed by said

collating means.

6 The portable communication device of claim 1, wherein

said storing means comprises means for storing voiceprint

information as said identification information for each

user and said managing means comprises collating means for

collating said voiceprint information for each user with a

specified voiceprint and means for managing corresponding

data for said user based on a result of collation between

said voiceprint information and said specified voiceprint

performed by said collating means.

7 A portable communication device comprising:

storing means for storing personal data

regarding a plurality of users and passwords

for said plurality of users in a

corresponding manner for each user;

password inputting means for inputting a

password for each user;

collating means for collating a password input

by said password-, input-ting... means, wduth. - ,

. identification information stored in said

storing means;

means for reading and displaying personal data

for a user corresponding to said input

password after coincidence is discovered
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between said password and said identification

information by said collating means; and

means for renewing personal data for each user

corresponding to said input password after

coincidence _ is discovered between said

password and said identification information

by said collating means.

8 The portable communication device of claim 7, wherein

said storing means comprises means for storing fingerprint

information for each user instead of a password,

fingerprint information inputting- means for inputting

information regarding a fingerprint is provided instead of

said password inputting means and said collating means

includes means for collating fingerprint information input

by said fingerprint inputting means with said fingerprint

infoarmation for each user.

9 The portable communication device of claim 7, wherein

said storing means stores voiceprint information for each

user instead of a password, voiceprint information

inputting- means is^ for- inputting' information regarding a

voiceprint is provided instead of said password inputting

means and said collating means includes means for

collating voiceprint infoinnation input by said voiceprint

information inputting means with said voiceprint

information for each user.

5954A
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10 A portable corranunication device comprising:

storing means for storing telephone numbers for

a plurality of users and identification

infonriation regarding said plurality of users

5 - in a corresponding manner for each user;

identification infoirmation inputting means for

inputting identification information for each

user;

collating means for collating identification

10 information input by said identification

info2rmation inputting means with

identification information stored in said

storing means;

reading means for reading a telephone number for

15 each user corresponding to said

identification information collated by said

collating means from said storing means; and

transmitting means for transmitting said read

_ telephone number as a telephone number of a

20 caller side-,

11 The portable commtinication device of claim 10,

wherein said storing means comprises means for storing a

password as identification infoirmation for each user,

a password is input by said identification information

25 inputting means and collation is performed for said input

BNSDOCJD: <GS, .231S954A Jt_>
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password by said collating means.

12 The portable communication device of claim 10,

wherein said storing means comprises means for storing

fingerprint information for each user as said

identification information for each user, fingerprint

information is input by said identification information

inputting means and collation is performed for said input

fingerprint infonnation by said collating means ,

13 The portable communication device of claim 10,

wherein said storing means comprises means for storing

voiceprint information for each user as said

identification information for each user, voiceprint

information is input by said identification information

inputting means and- collation is performed for said input

vo-iceprint information by said collating means

.

14 A portable communication device comprising:

storing means for storing telephone numbers for

a plurality of users and identification

information regarding said plurality of users

in a corresponding manner for each user;

identif ication information inputting means for

inputting identification information for each

user ;

fi^rst collating means for collating

identification information input by said
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identification information inputting means

with identification information stored in

said storing means;

reading means for reading a telephone number of

5 a user corresponding to said identification

information collated by said collating means

from said storing means;

second collating means for collating said read

telephone number with a telephone number of

10 an incoming call; and

connecting means for connecting said incoming

call so as to enable communication when

coincidence is discovered between said

telephone numbers by said second collating

15 means

.

15 The portable communication device of claim 14,

wherein said storing means comprises means for storing a

password as identification information, for each user,

a password is input by said identification information

20 inputting means and collation is performed for said input

password by said collating means.

16 The portable communication device of claim 14,

wherein said storing means comprises means for storing

fingeorprint information for each user as said

25 identification information for each user, fingerprint

9NSDOCID: <GS gaiSQSAA I >
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information is input by said identification information

inputting means and collation is performed for said input

fingex-print information by said collating means .

17 The portable communication device of claim 14,

- 5 wherein said storing means comprises means for storing

voiceprint information for each user as said

identification information for each user, voiceprint

information is input by said identification information

inputting means and collation is 'performed for said input

10 voiceprint information by said collating means

.

18 A portable communication device, substantially as

herein described with reference to Figs. 1 to 7 of the

drawings -

3NS0CX:iD: -:GB 231S954A \_>
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